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This multidisciplinary consensus update aligns prior Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound (SRU) guidelines on simple adnexal cysts
with recent large studies showing exceptionally low risk of cancer associated with simple adnexal cysts. Most small simple cysts do
not require follow-up. For larger simple cysts or less well-characterized cysts, follow-up or second opinion US help to ensure that
solid elements are not missed and are also useful for assessing growth of benign tumors. In postmenopausal women, reporting of
simple cysts greater than 1 cm should be done to document their presence in the medical record, but such findings are common
and follow-up is recommended only for simple cysts greater than 3–5 cm, with the higher 5-cm threshold reserved for simple cysts
with excellent imaging characterization and documentation. For simple cysts in premenopausal women, these thresholds are 3 cm
for reporting and greater than 5–7 cm for follow-up imaging. If a cyst is at least 10%–15% smaller at any time, then further follow-up
is unnecessary. Stable simple cysts at initial follow-up may benefit from a follow-up at 2 years due to measurement variability
that could mask growth. Simple cysts that grow are likely cystadenomas. If a previously suspected simple cyst demonstrates
papillary projections or solid areas at follow-up, then the cyst should be described by using standardized terminology. These
updated SRU consensus recommendations apply to asymptomatic patients and to those whose symptoms are not clearly attributable to the cyst. These recommendations can reassure physicians and patients regarding the benign nature of simple adnexal
cysts after a diagnostic-quality US examination that allows for confident diagnosis of a simple cyst. Patients will benefit from less
costly follow-up, less anxiety related to these simple cysts, and less surgery for benign lesions.
© RSNA, 2019
Online supplemental material is available for this article.
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he Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound (SRU) convened a multidisciplinary consensus conference in 2009
to make recommendations for adnexal cyst follow-up.
Our goal was to define characteristics of benign adnexal
cysts to reduce surgical evaluation and imaging follow-up
(1). Commensurate with the overall goal of the Choosing
Wisely campaign to reduce unnecessary imaging (2), the
consensus recommendations published in 2010 established
size thresholds for benign-appearing cysts not requiring
follow-up (Table E1 [online]). This effort was successful.
One study (3) found that the guidelines reduced overall
US utilization because of decreased radiologists’ recommendations for follow-up of benign-appearing cysts, while
another study (4) validated the guideline in mostly symptomatic women and suggested that the utility of the SRU
framework was not limited to asymptomatic cysts.
Recent large studies (5–7) showing no increased risk of
malignancy in women with simple adnexal cysts irrespective
of cyst size justify reevaluation of the 2010 SRU guidelines,

specifically to address the follow-up and reporting of simple cysts. The consensus group met by teleconference
from February through June 2019 under the auspices of
the SRU, and consisted of 20 experts in US, gynecologic
imaging, gynecologic pathology, gynecologic oncology,
epidemiology, radiology, and minimally invasive surgery
(Table E2 [online]). Before starting the phone discussions,
three of the author group (D.L., M.D.P., D.L.B.) reviewed
the literature in Tables E3 and E4 (online) (with each article having at least two reviewers) and made the summary information from the literature, along with reasons
for exclusions of studies, available to the larger group. The
pathology expert (J.H.) did not participate in votes regarding clinical recommendations. We used a modified Delphi
model for discussion and voting cycles among experts.
In this article, we use the term strong consensus when there
was greater than or equal to 90% agreement among the
19 voting panelists (18 individuals), moderate consensus
for recommendations based on greater than or equal to
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Abbreviation
SRU = Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound

Summary
In postmenopausal women, simple cysts greater than 1 cm in size
should be described but do not need follow-up imaging unless they
are greater than 3–5 cm, using the higher threshold for exceptionally
well-visualized simple cysts. These thresholds are greater than 3 cm
and greater than 5–7 cm in premenopausal women.
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A woman with an asymptomatic, isolated, simple adnexal cyst that
has been well visualized has no difference in cancer risk compared
with a woman without such a cyst irrespective of menopausal status or cyst size.
In postmenopausal women, simple cysts greater than 1 cm in size
should be described but do not need follow-up imaging unless
they are greater than 3–5 cm, using the higher threshold for exceptionally well-visualized simple cysts.
In premenopausal women, simple cysts greater than 3 cm in size
should be described but do not need follow-up imaging unless
they are greater than 5–7 cm, using the higher threshold for exceptionally well-visualized cysts.
A cyst can only be diagnosed as simple if it has been fully evaluated and clearly meets imaging criteria for a simple cyst: anechoic,
unilocular, a thin smooth wall, and no internal flow. If there is any
uncertainty about whether a cyst is simple, then shorter-interval
(2–6 months) follow-up is recommended. Otherwise, if the simple
cyst is above the previously described size thresholds, then followup imaging is recommended to assess growth (6–12 months).
If a simple cyst is smaller (and still simple) on any follow-up sonogram, then continued follow-up is unlikely to be of value. Simple
cysts that are stable at first follow-up are likely nonneoplastic cysts,
but follow up at 2 years helps to confirm this impression. Simple
cysts that increase in size are likely cystadenomas; additional
follow-up at 2 years helps define growth rate, with subsequent
clinical follow-up as needed.

75%–90% agreement (15–17 individuals), and majority opinion when 10–14 voters supported a recommendation.

Definition of Simple Cyst
A simple cyst is a round or oval anechoic fluid collection with
smooth thin walls, no solid component or septation, and no
internal flow by using color Doppler imaging (Fig 1). When
describing cysts in the pelvis, we use the term adnexal if the cyst
is not clearly arising from the ovary. Paraovarian and paratubal
cysts (terms which are often used interchangeably) are epitheliumlined cysts in the adnexa adjacent to the ovary and/or fallopian
tube. They arise from Mullerian or Wolffian ducts or peritoneal mesothelial lining. At times, when seen separate from the
ovary, it is possible to describe paraovarian and paratubal cysts
as nonovarian. This is helpful because simple paraovarian and
paratubal cysts are known to have a very low incidence of malignancy (8–10). If a simple cyst is clearly paraovarian (regardless of size), then follow-up is not required but may be
performed at the discretion of the referring clinician. The use
of transvaginal sonography is usually best but transabdominal imaging may be helpful with high or laterally located cysts
or if transvaginal sonography is declined. Three orthogonal
measurements should be obtained with little pressure on the
360

Figure 1: Grayscale image shows 5.1-cm simple cyst (calipers) in
a 25-year-old woman with irregular menses. Cyst resolved at 6-week
follow-up.

US probe. Although all three should be reported, the largest single diameter is used for management and decisions
regarding need for subsequent US. Color Doppler is utilized
to help identify solid elements and to distinguish hypoechoic
solid lesions mischaracterized as cysts (1,11). Accurate characterization of a simple cyst is key for a confident exclusion of
malignancy. A cine clip is helpful when the interpreting physician does not perform the study. Cine clips are also useful
for comparison with subsequent studies, to ensure similarity
of repeat measurement technique on a follow-up scan. Threedimensional reconstructed volumes can help assess small areas
of wall irregularity in larger cysts.
Simple cysts generally demonstrate posterior acoustic
enhancement, but this is not always present (especially in
smaller cysts) with compound imaging, which is frequently
available on modern imaging equipment (12). Therefore, there
no longer is a requirement that a simple cyst demonstrate
acoustic enhancement when compound imaging is utilized,
but there should be no attenuation of sound. When posterior acoustic enhancement is not present, then attention
should be paid to Doppler imaging to ensure there is not a
hypoechoic solid lesion masquerading as a cyst.

Risk of Malignancy Associated with Simple Cysts
Simple cysts are common in premenopausal women, most
representing follicles and corpus luteal cysts. In early menopause (first 2 years after last menstrual period), cysts may
represent residual functional activity. In a large series of postmenopausal women, cysts were reported in 14% of initial US
examinations (6). The incidence of new simple cysts at 1-year
follow-up was 8%, and 32% had no cyst 1 year later. Other
studies have confirmed the transient nature of many postmenopausal cysts (11,13), including an autopsy study (14)
that found that “small (50 mm) benign adnexal cysts… are
so common in postmenopausal women that their presence
may be regarded as normal.”
radiology.rsna.org n Radiology: Volume 293: Number 2—November 2019
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Recent large studies suggest that ovarian malignancy risk in
women with simple cysts is similar to the overall population risk
(5,15). This is concordant with advancements in understanding
the pathogenesis of invasive serous cystadenocarcinomas, which
are now known to largely originate from the fallopian tube rather
than the ovary (16), reducing the likelihood that simple ovarian
cysts represent precursors to malignancy (5,15).

mentation. Furthermore, the 2014 update to the World Health
Organization classification system redefined the histologic definition of borderline tumors (57,58) in such a way that some cysts
in the above studies that were originally classified as borderline
malignancies would now be classified as benign cystadenomas.
Overall, it is clear from the studies based on surgical cohorts that
the risk of malignancy in simple cysts is at most very small.

Limitations of Existing Literature
Confidence that an adnexal cyst can be characterized as being
simple at US is a fundamental consideration when assessing
the literature. Older studies based on transabdominal technique (17–23) and studies where it is unclear if all cysts underwent transvaginal sonography (24–28) were excluded from our
analysis because of a higher risk of misclassification (29,30).
Furthermore, in our review of existing literature (Tables E3, E4
[online]), we excluded investigations that assessed unilocular
cysts but did not specify absence of internal echoes, or that
grouped simple cysts with other benign ovarian cysts (13,31–
42). A unilocular cyst is not a simple cyst if it has internal
echoes or small wall irregularities. Data from the International
Ovarian Tumor Analysis, or IOTA, group and the University
of Kentucky group suggest that unilocular cysts have a less
than 1% risk of malignancy (30,43). Simple cysts are a subset of unilocular cysts and are expected to have an even lower
risk (if any) of malignancy. We also did not include screening
studies in high-risk populations (44) because the SRU guidelines are not intended for high-risk populations in which imaging surveillance and surgical management of ovarian cysts are
highly influenced by the pretest probability of cancer.
Of the remaining studies, limitations include the following:
selection bias, most commonly for retrospective surgical cohorts
in which the prevalence of malignancy is higher than clinical
populations of women with adnexal masses (45,46), or screening trials that may not be generalizable to clinical populations
(6,7,41); uncertainty if the sonographically identified simple
cyst corresponds to the pathologically identified carcinoma; possible misclassification of simple cysts as a result of older imaging
equipment or scanning protocols (28); and utilization of outdated pathologic terminology.

No Increased Risk of Cancer in Studies Based on
Nonsurgical Cohorts
Table E4 (online) summarizes studies evaluating the risk of
malignancy for simple cysts in nonsurgical cohorts (or populations where only some underwent surgery), including screening trials. While all studies are relatively small, five studies had
no proven cancers for an incidence of cancer of 0% (patient
sample size of 29–116) (29,59–62). Four studies had a risk of
0.03%–1% (patient sample size of 138–2217) (6,63–65).
Two large screening studies of 43 230 (7) and 72 093 (5)
patients, respectively, found no significant increase in cancer
risk among patients with and patients without simple cysts.
These findings are consistent with the University of Kentucky
report (41), in which 2700 women with unilocular cysts had
an average of 6.3 years of follow-up with only 10 ovarian cancers detected, and none of these had a sonographic finding of a
simple cyst (66). However, the generalizability of findings from
screening populations to clinical populations is questionable
given that in the case of screening, women are asymptomatic.
A prospective study by Suh-Burgmann (15) in 2016 evaluated ovarian cancer risk in a community-based cohort of 43 606
women undergoing pelvic US examinations with standardized
reporting. They found the risk of cancer associated with simple
cysts was 0.1% (95% confidence interval: 0.07%, 0.14%) to
0.2% (95% confidence interval: 0.05%, 0.3%), depending on
their size.
A recent nested case-control study by Smith-Bindman
(5) evaluated 1043 US examinations from women who
were and were not diagnosed with cancer and extrapolated
findings to their population of 72 093 women, and concluded that simple cysts of any size “should be considered
normal findings and do not need surveillance.”
These studies confirm that the risk of cancer in simple cysts
is small or nonexistent. Furthermore, even the small number of
cancers reported to be associated with simple cysts may be spurious, because the presence of a simple cyst in a woman subsequently found to have ovarian cancer does not necessarily mean
that the cancer originated from the cyst (Fig E1 [online]).

Studies Based on Surgical Cohorts Overestimate Risk
The studies in Table E3 (online) evaluated patients undergoing
surgery who generally were already known to have persistent cysts.
Despite the fact that these studies have a bias toward detecting
a higher risk of malignancy than in the general population
(30,47), the majority of these studies found a malignancy
rate of 0% for simple cysts (with sample sizes of seven to
221 patients) (25,30,45,46,48–55). A meta-analysis (56) that
included many of the studies in Table E3 (online) found 20
malignancies (including eight borderline tumors) among 2290
simple cysts removed surgically (0.9%; 95% confidence interval: 0.57%, 1.35%). The invasive cancer rate was 0.5%. While
two studies in Table E3 (online) show malignancy rates as
high as 6% (46) and 9.8% (45), these studies are dated (from
1995 and 1998), with small sample size (16 and 112, respectively),
one of which did not use standard image acquisition or docuRadiology: Volume 293: Number 2—November 2019 n radiology.rsna.org

Concepts Pertinent to Current Recommendations
Based on this literature review, the evidence is strong and consistent that simple adnexal cysts identified at US have negligible,
if any, association with ovarian cancer (5,6,15). Education of
referring clinicians and their patients is essential to reduce unnecessary follow-up imaging and surgery, because many patients
(20.2% in one survey) think that a benign cyst increases the
risk of ovarian cancer (67).
If simple cysts are commonly misunderstood by patients as
potentially premalignant, then why and when should they be
361
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reported? If there is no demonstrably increased relative risk of
ovarian cancer with simple cysts, then why would US follow-up of
any simple adnexal cyst be justified? What is the harm of followup of benign findings? Six concepts pertinent to these questions
guided the panel’s recommendations: (a) sonographic surveillance
of benign findings may potentially increase surgical intervention
and thereby unintended harm (68–71); (b) highlighting the presence of small commonly detected simple cysts can increase patient
and provider anxiety; (c) this increased anxiety must be balanced
by the need to document larger cysts, so that when patients are
evaluated elsewhere there is an accurate context for comparison;
(d) study quality (affected by body habitus, other masses such as
fibroids, bowel gas, sonography equipment, and imager experience and confidence that the cyst is indeed simple) impacts the
likelihood of sonographic mischaracterization of a simple adnexal
cyst; (e) larger cyst size likely increases the possibility of mischaracterization; and (f) sonographic follow-up of some cysts may have
clinical value for larger cysts that are more likely to be benign neoplasms or that bear a small risk of torsion or rupture (0.4% and
0.2%, respectively, in the IOTA 5 study) (72).
Potential Harms of Surveillance US
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, or USPSTF, 2018
ovarian cancer screening guideline recommends against US
screening for ovarian cancer stating “screening for ovarian
cancer does not reduce ovarian cancer mortality. The USPSTF found adequate evidence that the harms from screening
for ovarian cancer are at least moderate and may be substantial in some cases and include unnecessary surgery for women
who do not have cancer’’ (69). USPSTF recommendations
are based in part on long-term studies such as the Prostate
Lung Colon Ovary cancer screening trial, where even after 16
years of follow-up, screening with transvaginal US showed no
benefit (70). Similarly, the UK Collaborative Trial of Ovarian
Cancer Screening showed no benefit in the primary analysis
with multimodal screening (US and cancer antigen 125) (71).
US monitoring of simple cysts may lead to similar risks as
ovarian cancer screening including patient anxiety, chance
of incidental findings, and risk of surgical intervention.
In the 2006 Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
“Management of Adnexal Mass” document (47), there were
three deaths among 1500 surgeries for adnexal masses.
Morbidity from surgery for benign adnexal cysts includes
fever, urinary tract infection, urinary retention, bladder
injury, wound infection, and cardiovascular and/or pulmonary complications with the incidence of complications
ranging from 3.1% to 15% in screening trials (68,71,73).
Reporting Simple Cysts When Not Recommending
Follow-up
Describing simple adnexal cysts can have value even when follow-up is not recommended; it provides documentation in the
event a patient seeks future care elsewhere, so that another provider does not mistakenly believe a cyst is new merely because it
was not previously reported. However, this benefit must be balanced against the potential anxiety and unintended surveillance
that can be generated by description of these inconsequential
362

cysts. The panel’s recommendations are shown in Figures 2–4.
There was strong consensus to explicitly describe an ovary as
“normal” when harboring simple cysts less than or equal to 1 cm
in postmenopausal women and simple cysts less than or equal to
3 cm in largest diameter in premenopausal women. The majority
opinion was that if simple cysts less than or equal to 3 cm were
mentioned in premenopausal women, in addition to labeling the
ovary as normal, the use of the term follicle instead of simple cyst
could decrease potential patient anxiety. This description is left
up to the provider and the practice in which they work, because
while the majority of simple cysts in this size range are physiologic, they are not all follicles.
Risk of Cyst Mischaracterization
In selecting criteria to determine which simple adnexal cysts
might benefit from sonographic surveillance and when that
surveillance should occur, the accuracy of characterization is
important to consider. US is operator dependent and errors in
obtaining accurate images or interpretation of those images occur. Sonographic follow-up can confirm accurate initial characterization of a simple adnexal cyst providing more than one
opportunity to assess a lesion. Reasonable factors to consider
when deciding which patients would benefit most from recharacterization and follow-up of a simple cyst include scan quality
(equipment and patient factors, image documentation, and imager experience) and cyst size (because ovarian cystic cancers are
larger than nonneoplastic cysts and a small papillary formation
might more easily be overlooked within a larger cyst) (48).
A high-quality sonogram is a prerequisite for the decision
to not recommend further evaluation of simple cysts (74). Participating facilities should meet the following basic standards
(75): (a) oversight is provided by an appropriately trained physician working in a an accredited department with certified
sonographers (if the physician is not the one scanning); (b) scans
are performed by providers and interpreted by physicians, all of
whom meet at least minimum training and/or certification standards for US, including transvaginal sonography; (c) scanning
equipment includes transvaginal sonography capabilities with
color Doppler imaging and permits adequate visualization of the
internal contents of cysts; and (d) facilities maintain quality assurance programs. However, in making recommendations regarding which cysts would benefit most from follow-up, the
group consensus was that higher size thresholds were justified
when there was superior visualization (due to patient-specific
factors), confidence in diagnosis (physician factor), and documentation (consisting of cine clips). Some clinicians also felt
that three-dimensional imaging is helpful in assessing the wall of
cysts. Having a follow-up US performed by a different physician
with expertise in gynecologic US may also be helpful.
Cyst Size
Errors related to incomplete imaging may be more likely
with larger cysts, but the optimal size threshold for defining
increased risk remains uncertain (13,30,48). Without strong
evidence for a size threshold conferring a higher risk of mischaracterization, the consensus was to use size thresholds that
overlapped Ovarian-Adnexal Reporting and Data System, or
radiology.rsna.org n Radiology: Volume 293: Number 2—November 2019
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Figure 2: Flowchart shows recommendations for postmenopausal simple asymptomatic cyst management at first study.

Figure 3: Flowchart shows recommendations for premenopausal asymptomatic simple cyst management at first study.

O-RADS, recommendations for cysts with suboptimal characterization (76) (Table E1 [online]).
Timing, Duration, and Imaging Used during Follow-Up
Properly characterized simple adnexal cysts should represent
either nonneoplastic cysts or benign neoplasms. The majority of nonneoplastic simple cysts in premenopausal women
and many in the early postmenopausal women (within 2
years of the final menstrual period) are hormonally driven
functional cysts that will resolve or become smaller within
3 months. Benign neoplasms can enlarge over time, whereas
nonneoplastic cysts are more likely to be stable, wax and
Radiology: Volume 293: Number 2—November 2019 n radiology.rsna.org

wane, or resolve completely. Simple cysts, irrespective of
size, should not cause pain during imaging. If imaging a
cyst causes pain, then this should be reported to the referring clinician who can then assess the patient to determine
if intervention is required. Suh-Burgmann (77), found that
nonsimple cysts later found to be malignant developed suspicious features within 7 months of initial scans (78). When
timing the follow-up, it is important to allow intervals long
enough for resolution, yet short enough to prevent possible
progression of malignancy because of initial mischaracterization. Although large simple cysts are still likely to be
benign neoplasms, progressive enlargement may prompt
363
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Figure 4: Flowchart shows recommendations for imaging after follow-up of simple asymptomatic cyst in either pre- or postmenopausal
women.

surgery because enlarging masses are more likely to become
symptomatic. The patient’s age and clinical profile may also
predispose toward surgical intervention.
Because a simple cyst is likely benign, the group consensus
was to obtain the initial follow-up study in a range from 3–12
months, using a 3–6-month time frame if providers and/or patients had concerns regarding potential cyst mischaracterization
or if this cyst has a high likelihood of resolving (as is the case for
premenopausal women). O-RADS uses a time frame for repeat
study of 2–3 months for premenopausal women (73), and that
is certainly reasonable for short-interval follow-up if patient or
physician anxiety leads to a request for an earlier study to document resolution. Therefore, in premenopausal women we set a
lower limit for follow-up of 2 months. A longer initial followup interval of 6–12 months would be preferable if the cyst is
thought to be well seen and the primary objective is to evaluate
the growth rate of the cyst. At follow-up US, if a simple cyst resolves or decreases in size and the patient remains asymptomatic,
then further imaging is not indicated.
There was less consensus for best practice if follow-up US
revealed increasing or stable size of an asymptomatic wellcharacterized simple cyst. Theoretically, the already very low risk
that a simple cyst is a mischaracterized malignancy is reduced by
the first follow-up study showing that the cyst remains simple.
Based on this, some panelists took the position that the risks
from further US surveillance are greater than any benefit that
accrues from continued US surveillance of a possible cystadenoma, and that a simple cyst that is likely a cystadenoma could
be reasonably managed with periodic clinical follow-up (assessing patient symptoms, physical examination, and risk factors)
without recommending “routine” yearly US. Other panelists
took the position that at least 2 years (initial examination and
364

two follow-up examinations spread over 2 years) of imaging follow-up was needed to assure a stable size because measurement
variability might underestimate or overestimate true growth of
a cyst at a first follow-up study. If a simple cyst is stable in size
for 2 years, then it is likely a nonneoplastic cyst and might not
require further periodic clinical follow-up; if a simple cyst grows
over 2 years, then it is likely a cystadenoma and might benefit
from further clinical follow-up.
Neither the reproducibility of ovarian cyst measurement by using US nor the growth rate of benign ovarian cystadenomas have
been well studied. Recommendations vary from using a change
in largest diameter of 1 cm (65) to using a 20% change in cyst
volume (64). However, there are no data to support either study
criterion as a reliable indicator of cyst size change. The majority of
the panel felt that a 10%–15% increase in largest diameter represented growth of the simple cyst (of note, if one assumes an ellipsoid, then this corresponds to a cyst volume change of 33%–52%).
In assessing growth rate, measurement variability will introduce more error in estimated growth rate when the interval
between assessments is small. Measurement variability is also
more likely when conclusions are based on only the largest
diameter. Establishing criteria for cyst enlargement is more
important than resolution because any meaningful decrease in
size is not consistent with a neoplasm, regardless of the time interval, even if the cyst never completely resolves. Additionally,
if the same cyst changes shape at follow-up US, then it may be
difficult to rely on a comparison of maximum diameter and
in such a situation comparison of all three diameters or cyst
volume may be better for assessing change.
The role of MRI in triaging masses with indeterminate US
findings was discussed by the consensus group. In a retrospective study by Maturen (4), using MRI for cysts greater than
radiology.rsna.org n Radiology: Volume 293: Number 2—November 2019
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Table 1: Postmenopausal Simple Cyst Recommendations: SRU Consensus Conference Standardized Wording for Reports,
Impressions, and Recommendations for Clinically Inconsequential Asymptomatic Postmenopausal Simple Cysts

Observation of
Simple Cyst(s)
in the Adnexa
(Suspected Ovarian
Except Where
Indicated), Largest
Cyst Diameter* Report
1 cm
.1 cm to
3 cm
.3 to 5 cm

.5 cm

Follow-up
evaluation,
decreased in
size
Follow-up
evaluation,
similar in size

Follow-up
evaluation,
increased in
size
Previously simple
cyst develops
wall papillary
projections or
solid elements
or irregular
septation(s)

Impression

Recommendation

Level of
Evidence
Regarding
Impact on
Malignant
Outcomes†

Level of Support
Based on Clinical
Experience/Opinion
Regarding Potential
Impact on Clinical Overall Level of
Outcomes Other Consensus for
Than Malignancy† Recommendation†

Description
Normal ovaries/ Normal, no follow-up
A
A
not needed
adnexa
Benign
Clinically inconsequential
A
A
Describe in report,
inconsequential finding. No follow-up
giving largest simple
finding
needed.
cyst diameter.†
C‡
A if no
Benign simple Generally will require
Describe in report,
follow-up,
cyst. Clinically follow-up examination.
giving all simple cyst
C if
diameters, but making inconsequential However, if exceptionally
followwell-visualized and
finding
recommendation
characterized, with excellent up
from largest cyst
documentation, and imager
diameter and quality
confidence by an experienced
of visualization and
US practitioner, no followdocumentation.*
up imaging is needed. If any
concern, or if imager is less
confident in diagnosis, then
follow-up is recommended.
Follow up in 3–6 months
for characterization or
6–12 months for growth
assessment.
B
Benign
Follow up in 3–6 months for C
Describe in report,
simple cyst
characterization or
giving all simple cyst
6–12 months for growth
diameters, but making
assessment.
recommendation
from largest cyst
diameter.
Benign simple No further follow-up
Describe in report,
A
A
cyst; decrease
giving largest simple
is needed.
in size excludes
cyst diameter, and
indicate cyst is smaller. neoplasm.§
C
B
Benign simple Follow-up at 2 years since
Describe in report,
cyst
initial study to assess if
giving largest simple
slowly growing. If still
cyst diameter, and
stable, then no further
indicate similar size.
imaging will be needed
unless clinically indicated.
A
Suggest one further follow- C
An enlarging
Describe in report,
up in 1 year to assess any
simple cyst
giving largest simple
further changes in size.
is most likely
cyst diameter, and
After that, follow-up will
a benign
indicate change
be clinically managed.
neoplasm.
in size.
A
If changes are unequivocally A
The observed
Describe in report,
changes in the present and within
giving largest cyst
original cyst, then recomadnexal cyst
diameter, and
mend consultation with
increase
articulating all
Gynecologic Oncology. If
concern for
morphologic
equivocal, then repeat shortmalignancy.
changes.
interval US, second-opinion
US, or MRI could be helpful.

Strong consensus
Strong consensus
Majority opinion

Strong consensus

Strong consensus

Moderate
consensus

Strong consensus

Strong consensus

Table 1 (continues)
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Table 1 (continued): Postmenopausal Simple Cyst Recommendations: SRU Consensus Conference Standardized Wording for Reports,
Impressions, and Recommendations for Clinically Inconsequential Asymptomatic Postmenopausal Simple Cysts

Observation of
Simple Cyst(s)
in the Adnexa
(Suspected Ovarian
Except Where
Indicated), Largest
Cyst Diameter* Report

Impression

Recommendation

Level of
Evidence
Regarding
Impact on
Malignant
Outcomes†

Benign
No further
A
Describe in report,
extraovarian
follow-up
clearly indicating
simple cyst
is needed.
that the simple cyst
does not arise from
the ovary.
C
Consider short-interval
Probably
Describe in report,
Adnexal cyst
follow-up US, secondsimple cyst is
likely simple but indicating any
opinion US, or MRI
not optimally
not satisfactorily reasons limiting
characterized. (any of these in ,3 months)
characterization.
characterized
to improve cyst
with US
characterization.

Simple
paraovarian
or paratubal
cyst(s)

Level of Support
Based on Clinical
Experience/Opinion
Regarding Potential
Impact on Clinical Overall Level of
Outcomes Other Consensus for
Than Malignancy† Recommendation†
A

Strong consensus

A

Strong consensus

Note.—This table is meant for asymptomatic patients or patients with symptoms attributable to the visualized cyst, and not at elevated genetic
risk or without substantial family history and no other evidence of cancer such as elevated cancer antigen 125. Patients may develop symptoms
if cyst size enlarges or cyst undergoes torsion. In cases where patient has symptoms attributable to cyst, then clinical management supersedes
the recommendations in this table. Simple cyst: well-visualized, thin-walled, anechoic, no solid elements, no internal vascular flow. SRU = Society
of Radiologists in Ultrasound.
* Largest cyst diameter is measured when cyst is as round as possible. Best characterization of internal architecture of a cyst may require
pressure with the transducer that makes a cyst more ovoid. Both types of imaging are important (to measure and to characterize the cyst).
†
Since strong published evidence was lacking for most of our conclusions, we defaulted to a letter grade (A = strong, B = moderate, C = weak).
One grade was based on literature evidence. In general, since the literature has limited data regarding benefit of follow-up of simple cysts, the evidence was strong (grade A) for those recommendations with no follow-up and weak (grade C) for those recommendations with follow-up (except
where cyst was not simple or was not adequately characterized). Another grade was based on clinical experience/opinion (A = strong support for the
recommendation, B = moderate support, C = poor support). The final column gives levels of consensus for the recommendations (graded as strong
consensus, 18–19 votes; moderate consensus, 15–17 votes; majority opinion, 11–14 votes) (there were 19 voting members on the committee).
‡
Disagreement was if a tiered system was beneficial or if a single threshold of 3 cm should be used.
§
However, if ovary and cyst are not seen, then it must be acknowledged that a small cyst could still be present but missed.

7 cm rather than surgical intervention in a referral population
of women with adnexal masses (malignancy rate of 10%) theoretically would have potentially reduced the number of surgical
evaluations of benign cysts by 89.1% (82 of 92 benign cysts).
However, this study did not show evidence that cyst size contributed to an inaccurate US diagnosis, and it also assumed
that all large cysts at US would go to surgery if MRI had not
been performed. Our group agreed that MRI is most likely to
be helpful when the physician interpreting the sonographic images is less confident in the sonographic characterization of the
cyst, based on case-specific limitations.

Updated SRU Consensus Conference Statements
and Recommendations
Unnecessary follow-up of simple cysts increases the chance of
surgical intervention as slow or uncertain growth can lead to
recommendations for surgical removal even in the absence of
malignant findings. Once an adnexal cyst demonstrates sonographic features indicating a negligible risk of malignancy,
imaging follow-up may still be reasonable for those cysts large
enough to merit surveillance to distinguish a growing benign
366

neoplasm from a nonneoplastic cyst. However, it is also reasonable to rely on clinical follow-up alone (patient symptoms and
physical examination) once a cyst has been well-characterized as
simple, with US follow-up used as the clinician feels indicated. A
thorough patient assessment is required to make specific recommendations for surgical intervention based on careful review of a
patient’s symptoms, age, medical profile, and US findings.
Table 1 (postmenopausal) and Table 2 (premenopausal)
outline our consensus (with evidence ratings) regarding the
reporting, impression, and recommendations for clinically inconsequential simple cysts. These recommendations do not apply when cyst-attributed symptoms merit clinical action or in
patients with increased risk of ovarian cancer (44).
Limitations
It should be stressed that these guidelines are for asymptomatic
simple cysts and do not apply to patients at increased risk for
ovarian cancer. This document details recommendations regarding simple cysts only. The recommendations for other benign
cysts, probably benign cysts, and malignant cysts can be found
in our original consensus document (1).
radiology.rsna.org n Radiology: Volume 293: Number 2—November 2019
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Table 2: Premenopausal Simple Cyst Recommendations: SRU Consensus Conference Standardized Wording for Reports, Impressions,
and Recommendations for Clinically Inconsequential Asymptomatic Premenopausal Simple Cysts

Observation of
Simple Cyst(s),
Largest Cyst
Diameter*
Report
3 cm

.3 cm to
5 cm
.5 to
7 cm

Impression

Normal ovaries/
Description not
needed. If described, adnexa
consider use of
word follicle rather
than cyst (76).
Indicate presence of Benign finding
simple cyst(s), and
in the physiologic
largest cyst diameter. size range
Benign simple
Describe in report,
giving all simple cyst cyst. Clinically
diameters, but making inconsequential
finding
recommendation
from largest cyst
diameter and quality
of visualization and
documentation.*

Recommendation

Level of Support
Level of Based on Clinical
Evidence Experience/Opinion
Regarding Regarding Potential
Impact on Impact on Clinical Overall Level of
Malignant Outcomes Other Consensus for
Outcomes† Than Malignancy† Recommendation†

Normal, no follow-up

A

A

Strong consensus

No follow-up needed

A

A

Strong

C‡
A if no
Generally will require
followfollow-up examination.
up, C if
However, if exceptionally
followwell-visualized and
characterized, with excellent up
documentation, and imager
confidence by an experienced
US practitioner, then
no follow up imaging is
needed. If any concern, or
if imager is less confident in
diagnosis, then follow-up is
recommended. Follow up in
2–6 months for resolution/
characterization or 6–12
months for growth rate
assessment.
A
Follow up in 2–6 months for C
resolution/characterization
or 6–12 months for
growth rate assessment.

Benign simple
Describe in report,
giving all simple cyst cyst
diameters, but making
recommendation from
largest cyst diameter.
Benign
Describe in report
Follow-up
No further follow-up
if cyst not resolved, inconsequential
evaluation
is needed
giving all simple cyst finding; decrease
(simple cyst
diameters, but making in size excludes
initially
neoplasm§
recommendation
.5 cm),
from largest cyst
decreased
diameter.
in size
Benign simple cyst. Follow up at 2 years
Describe in report,
Follow-up
after initial study to
A simple cyst with
giving all simple
evaluation
understand growth
stability over 12 or
(simple cyst cyst diameters,
more months is most rate.
but making
initially
likely nonneoplastic
recommendation
.5 cm),
or a very slow
from largest cyst
similar in
growing benign
diameter, and
size
neoplasm; one
indicate similar
further imaging test
size.
to document stability
may be helpful. If
no growth, then no
further follow-up
will be needed.
. 7 cm

Majority opinion

Strong consensus

A

A

Strong consensus

C

B

Moderate
consensus

Table 2 (continues)
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Table 2 (continued): Premenopausal Simple Cyst Recommendations: SRU Consensus Conference Standardized Wording for Reports,
Impressions, and Recommendations for Clinically Inconsequential Asymptomatic Premenopausal Simple Cysts

Observation of
Simple Cyst(s),
Largest Cyst
Diameter*
Report

Impression

Level of Support
Level of Based on Clinical
Evidence Experience/Opinion
Regarding Regarding Potential
Impact on Impact on Clinical Overall Level of
Malignant Outcomes Other Consensus for
Outcomes† Than Malignancy† Recommendation†

Recommendation

An enlarging simple Suggest one further
Describe in report,
Follow-up
cyst is most likely a follow-up in 1 year
giving all simple cyst
evaluation
to any further
(simple cyst diameters, but making benign neoplasm;
changes in size.
follow-up imaging
recommendation
initially .5
strategy is based on
cm), increased from
clinical management.
largest cyst diameter.
in size
If changes are unequivocally
The observed
Describe in
Previously
present and within original
changes in the
report, giving all
simple cyst
cyst, recommend consultaadnexal cyst
develops wall cyst diameters,
tion with Gynecologic
increase concern
and articulating
papillary
Oncology. If equivocal,
for malignancy
projections or morphologic
then repeat short-interval
solid elements changes.
US, second-opinion US,
or irregular
or MRI could be helpful.
septation(s)
Benign
No further follow-up is
Describe in report
Simple
extraovarian
needed.
paraovarian giving maximal
or paratubal simple cyst diameter, simple cyst
clearly indicating that
cysts
the cyst does not arise
from the ovary.
Consider short-interval
Probably simple
Describe in report
Adnexal
cyst is not optimally follow-up US, secondgiving all cyst
cyst likely
diameters, indicating characterized; short- opinion US, or MRI
simple
interval follow-up US (any of these in
any reasons limiting
but not
,3 months).
or second-opinion
satisfactorily characterization.
US, or MRI might
characterized
improve cyst
at US
characterization.

C

A

Strong consensus

A

A

Strong consensus

A

A

Strong consensus

C

A

Strong consensus

Note.—This table is meant for asymptomatic patients or patients with symptoms attributable to the visualized cyst, and not at elevated genetic risk
or without substantial family history and no other evidence of cancer such as elevated cancer antigen 125. Patients may develop symptoms if cyst size
enlarges or cyst undergoes torsion. In cases where patient has symptoms attributable to cyst, then clinical management supersedes the recommendations in this table. Simple cyst: well-visualized, thin-walled, anechoic, no solid elements, no internal vascular flow. SRU = Society of Radiologists in
Ultrasound.
* Largest cyst diameter is measured when cyst is as round as possible. Best characterization of internal architecture of a cyst may require
pressure with the transducer that makes a cyst more ovoid. Both types of imaging are important (to measure and to characterize the cyst).
†
Since strong published evidence was lacking for most of our conclusions, we defaulted to a letter grade (A = strong, B = moderate, C = weak).
One grade was based on literature evidence. In general, since the literature has limited data regarding benefit of follow-up of simple cysts, the evidence was strong (grade A) for those recommendations with no follow-up and weak (grade C) for those recommendations with follow-up (except
where cyst was not simple or was not adequately characterized). Another grade was based on clinical experience/opinion (A = strong support for the
recommendation, B = moderate support, C = poor support). The final column gives levels of consensus for the recommendations (graded as strong
consensus, 18–19 votes; moderate consensus, 15–17 votes; majority opinion, 11–14 votes) (there were 19 voting members on the committee).
‡
Disagreement was if a tiered system was beneficial or if a single threshold of 5 cm should be used.
§
However, if ovary and cyst are not seen, it must be acknowledged that a small cyst could still be present but missed.

Evidence Ratings
We were interested in evidence for two different groups of
outcomes: follow-up is likely or unlikely to improve outcomes related to malignancy (earlier detection, improved
survival) and follow-up is likely or unlikely to improve other
clinical outcomes (avoidance of surgery for benign disease,
368

avoidance of torsion, surgical complication rates, effects on
fertility, patient anxiety).
In view of a less than 1% risk of malignancy associated with
simple cysts, it is extremely unlikely that follow-up of any simple
cysts will improve outcomes related to malignancy. For other
clinical outcomes, there are no population-based studies (where
radiology.rsna.org n Radiology: Volume 293: Number 2—November 2019
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patient treatment reflects real-world practice and not prescribed
by a research protocol), that address these questions, although
the IOTA 5 data (72) suggests potential harm of follow-up due
to increasing surgical rates. Prospective studies and screening trials (71,79) provide evidence of the likelihood of new incidental
findings occurring during follow-up.
In regard to outcomes related to malignancy, all the recommendations for no follow-up are strongly supported by the
evidence and were given a rating of A. The recommendations for
follow-up are largely based on expert opinion, due to the absence
of data specifically examining other clinical outcomes. Recommendations for follow-up took into consideration the concern
for potential misclassification. We took into account the desire by
some panelists for incremental change, rather than an abrupt transition to a symptom-based follow-up of simple cysts, which may
be the recommendation in the future. Given the need to base the
recommendations on both the evidence regarding malignancy risk
and expert opinion, the overall recommendation rating follows a
format modified from the GRADE system (80).

women with simple cysts greater than 3–5 cm (depending on
the quality of the study and physician confidence in diagnosis)
and premenopausal women with simple cysts greater than
5–7 cm. We hope these guidelines can be discussed with referring clinicians and added to structured reporting to standardize
and limit follow-up of simple adnexal cysts.
These guidelines are meant for asymptomatic cysts, and
should not be used in patients with painful cysts or in women
at high genetic risk for ovarian cancer or other high-risk populations in whom imaging surveillance is influenced by the pretest
probability of cancer. We hope that this report can help to reassure radiologists, clinicians, and patients about the benign nature
of simple adnexal cysts. We expect that in the future, as scanning
ability and technology continue to improve, the criteria for
sonographic follow-up of simple adnexal cysts will become more
relaxed. We also hope that by stressing the importance of quality US, the manner in which US is performed and interpreted
may be improved and ultimately result in less patient anxiety
and fewer surgeries for benign lesions.

Future Research
The committee identified specific gaps in knowledge as targets
for future research:
1. Natural history of benign neoplasms.
a. Growth rate over time.
b. Likelihood of symptoms requiring surgery.
2. Impact of guidelines.
a. On practice (eg, how often do symptoms lead to imaging as opposed to guideline recommendations).
a. On patient outcomes.
b. On utilization.
3. US mischaracterization.
a. Rate of mischaracterization of simple cysts.
b. Factors influencing mischaracterization.
c. Whether specific training can reduce mischaracterization.
d. Registry of simple postmenopausal cysts , 3 cm and
follow-up.
4. MRI.
a. Prospective evaluation of impact of MRI on outcomes
for patients with large or enlarging simple cysts.

Author contributions: Guarantors of integrity of entire study, D.L., M.D.P.,

Conclusion
In summary, sonographically identified simple adnexal cysts
are benign findings. Multiple studies show that women with
simple adnexal cysts have the same risk of ovarian cancer
as do women without cysts. When a woman has a simple
cyst and is subsequently diagnosed with ovarian cancer, that
cancer most likely did arise from the simple cyst or is a consequence of cyst mischaracterization. The quality of the US
study and interpretation—reflecting a combination of equipment, protocol, scanning skills, image documentation, and
interpreter experience—can impact the risk of mischaracterization.
Moreover, limited sonographic follow-up for cysts relatively
large for menstrual status may be justified to reduce the risk of
mischaracterization and to help predict which cysts are enlarging and likely to become symptomatic. To minimize inaccurate
diagnoses, limited follow-up US is advised for postmenopausal
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